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Just for ADVANCED technical discussion about 240sx! Nightkid86 Messages: 721 Joined: Fri Dec 02, 2005 12:14 pm Car: 97 S14 SE Contact: Postby nightkid86 Mon June 19, 2006 10:35am 240sx 5-speed manual gearbox Swap: Textbook First, the big question: This swap costs about $400 - 500 for everything (parts, oil, lubricant,
special tools, wire) if you do it yourself In this writeup, two different cars have been converting done simultaneously. One is Matt '98 Star Fire Blue S14, the other is my '97 cobalt green S14. The procedure was basically the same for both cars, and some photos can jump from one car to another. The procedure is the same for OBDI cars
other than OBDI cars not to require a crank angle sensor. The parts required for swaps were derived from 2 separate OBDII '96 S14s. OBDI transmission could be used, but grief must be drilled for CAS and we don't want to worry about that. The conversions were carried out in my 2 1/2 garage using nest stands and basic tools. I'll try to
provide as many photos as possible. WARNING: Before you start I suggest you read this whole writeup, and search for others - you want all the information you can get. Also, the plan for it takes longer than you think - some bolts are very hard to get to or break out - and passing heavy and hard to hit in. Don't sacrifice your safety to do it
quickly. Although the 240sx weighs just 2,800 pounds, it only takes 15 pounds of pressure applied correctly to break the human skull. Complexity: Time: 8-12 Hours Cost: $400-$500 Tools: A set of wrenches (cracking wrenches are useful, so the obstruction of the wrench) Rosette Set (with lots of extensions and all-rounders) Breaker Tor
Barsque key Vice Grips Jack stands flooring scissors jacks (to help support things under the car - you don't have to fit a big bar underneath as well) Pilot Bearing Pull (can be rented in Autozone) Slide Hammer for pilot Bearing Puller (can be rented in Autozone) to be bought on Autozone) Wire Strippers Wire Wire Connectors 16 gauges
(several different colors - may be able to reuse then, what you take from the car) Wire Connectors A few friends Factory Service Guide (can be downloaded with NICOclub.com) PB Blaster Gear Oil 75W90 brakes or clutch fluid (same) Dremel with cutting bits with metal flywheel bits) Materials : 5-speed gearbox from S14 (you can try s13
if you like) 5-speed drive shaft front and rear sections (this may be different if you have abs/LSD) Flywheel (new Resurfaced) M/T flywheel bolts (A/T bolts too short) Clutch Kit (Clutch, Throwout bearing, pressure cooker, alignment tool) Shifter assembly assembly Loading, top leather boot, finisher plate) 5-speed Cross member clutch
Master Cylinder Clutch Slave cylinder Clutch hard-line clutch and damper line (which you can remove anyway) Clutch pedal assembly 5-speed brake assembly or cut brake pedal Bellhousing bolts for 5 speed bellhousing (some of the A/T bolts can be re-used) Bolts Put the car on the socket stands as high as you can to get it (you'll need
to slide the transistor out of the bottom), make sure it's not going anywhere - it will be shaken up a bit. In addition, we found it best to remove the front wheels to give you a little more room to work in. drain the transmission fluid from the drainage bolts. 2. Remove the finisher's plate from the center console. Remove the console from the car
- just a few bolts and it remove. Remove the 2 straps that come out of your carpet and connect to the a/t changer. 4. Remove cotter's pin holding the A/T shifter into the A/T 5 transmission. Remove the shifter and all the things that comes with it. Now you will see the ground through the central console. 5 1/2. Remove the cable switch that
goes to the ignition, it controls the release 6 key. Next, dislocate the driveshaft. On the differential side there are four bolts, which hold the drive shaft to diff. Remove these bolts, you want your parking brake to keep the driveshaft from spinning. To get to the top bolts, take off the parking brake and your drive shaft will rotate and then re-
parking the brake (not too hard there guys). Let the back of the drive lie on the floor. Also remove a small D-val supporting a thick X-member wire that keeps the shaft of the drive from whipping around if it breaks down. Then remove the bracket that holds the middle of the drive up, and slip out of your drive shaft. 7. Next, remove the dust
plates from the bellhousing transmission, they are at the very front of the transmission. 8. There are some A/T cooling solid lines that run throughout the automatic transmission, and two that run on the radiator. Turn off these hard lines and pull them out. Don't be afraid to bend them - you'll never use them again. Get them out of the engine
room. 9. Turn off all the sensors you can transfer from you, and the rear O2 sensor on the exhaust. Two sensors can be cut. 10. Now for one of the labor-intensive parts (it took us most of the day). You will have to weave your hands everywhere to find and remove bellhousing bolts carrying the transmission of bellhousing to your engine.
We used a ratchet key on the top bolts, with a bar switch and a socket running from under the car into a wrench on top of the engine. For some other bolts we used an outlet (with swivels), and for other bolts we obstructive wrenches. One of the top has a recycling pipe bracket attached to it, the pipe runs down to the transmission -
disconnects it and removes the bolt. Two of the bellhousing bolts pass through the starter, disabling the starter before pulling out those bolts then removing the starter. We found that the best way to access the two top bolts of bellhousing was through the passenger side of the engine compartment, behind the engine block - we found it
necessary to move some lines and disable the heater hose. 11. Then remove the bolts, holding the transistor to the cross, then connector up the back of the transistor and remove the cross of the penis. At the same time, get as many jacks as you can under tranny - within a few steps it will shut down. Also, there is an exhaust bracket on
the transistor you have to remove. 12. Where you took the dust plate from bellhousing earlier, you should be able to look back into the transmission and see some bolts holding the torque converter onto the flywheel - undo those 4 bolts. To get to the top, get a 27mm socket and rotate the crank pulley. Note: The flywheel becomes difficult
to turn when the engine starts contracting a stroke. 13. Once the torque converter is not swamped, the transmission will come out freely (if not, you can kick it in front some) - it will pop out and weighs about 250 - 300 pounds. (good bit more than 5 speed - that means it's weight loss!) Get some of your friends to help with this part. Slowly
lower the transmission part down and disable any wiring you haven't received before. Then slowly lower the transistor on the rest of the way - you don't want to fall to one side and knock out the nest to stand 14. This next step is very disappointing. The automatic flywheel is held at 6 torque bolts up to about 120 feet/pounds, and your
flywheel will try to turn when you're trying to break those bolts. Get ready to flywheel from moving as best as possible. We're actually wedged into the nest bar to keep the flywheel from spinning, and put 2 sockets and switch bars on the flywheel (one is drawn to the ground tightening to keep the flywheel from spinning and the other to
break the flywheel bolts). If you have a propane torch, heat these mofo-bolts, and that should help you break them loose a few more. If you (unlike us) have a stroke wrench it may come in handy. 15. Once the flywheel is snatched away, you should see the bush sticking out about 1/4 inch of the cranked shaft. It's an A/T bearing adapter-
and you don't want an A/T. To remove the bush either chisel it with a chisel of air, or a dremel (which will take about 30 minutes to an hour) or go rent an experimental bush removal tool and slide a hammer out of the auto zone and use it (which will take about 20 Note: On my car, the A/T adapter bearing won't budge, and even broke the
bearing pulley tool. Three hours later, and a lot of broken bits we got a darn bearing. Procedure - Manual installation I don't include what should be lubed, so check the FSM where to put on the lithium lubricant - some parts of the transmission in it needs and some (like drive clutch) won't work if they get greasy. 1. Now you're about halfway
done. Sand inside the cranked shaft with some 800 sand sand paper, it will help the pilot bushing slide if there is rust buildup. Then clean the inside there very well. Take a hammer and 12mm socket and hammer your pilot raging into the crank shaft. Once it gets slid all the way it doesn't have to go on (but it goes quite far into the cranked
shaft). Then click on the manual gearbox pad (it should align itself on some dowels) 2. Slide a new flywheel on (there are two small holes that line up (on one flywheel and one on a cranked shaft) but nothing really goes through them - but we still lined them up) Put back into flywheel bolts, and torque them up to 100ft/lbs in a cross-
sectional pattern. Get them out there tightly because you don't want your flywheel to free yourself and have to do all of the above all over. Clean the flywheel by spraying it with some carb cleaner or something like that. 3. Next, use the alignment tool and attach the clutch drive over the flywheel. Keep the alignment tool in the clutch and
cranked shaft - you'll take it later. Make sure you have the right side of the clutch in front of the flywheel - it had to be stamped on it by the flywheel hand, or the gear side. If not, I find that the side of the clutch that springs sit on goes to the back of the car. 4. Now put on the pressure plate. Hold the alignment tool in the clutch and slide the
pressure plate over the clutch. Bolt down the pressure plate flywheel - there are some dowels on the flywheel that fit into the pressure plate. Everything will be pretty tightly tied together, but don't worry - it needs to be tight so that the clutch plate will remain aligned. Now you can take the clutch alignment tool. 5. Take an ejection bearing
from your 5-speed transmission if it has one there and replace it with a new one if you have it (it will come in a clutch kit). To change it you may need a pulley wheel and a hammer to get it back together. 5 1/2. Get in touch with the shifter with the 5-speed gearbox if you haven't already. 6. Next, it's time to pre-wire 5 transfer speed. Please
refer to the posting section of this writeup to do so. You want to wire in most sensors before you set 5 speed in the car. One sensor on the top front of the transmission (CAS?) you have to leave otherwise Will catch on the flywheel and smash into lots of pieces, or rub on top of the transmission compartment - make sure you put it back in
later, otherwise your car won't work. 7. This is the most difficult difficult Do. Now you get to hit a 5-speed gearbox in a clutch/pilot bushing. This move took us a good 6 hours and a few tries. Some people say that the transistor should be rotated while jacking it so the starter hump points down, rotates into place as soon as it mates with the
gear, we haven't done so and still got it in place. We finally got it to work: Putting one nest in the middle of 5 speeds (in the center of gravity on a flat spot) and another nest at the very back of the gear. This allows you to wag the transistor side to the side and up and down. Next loosen the engine mounts that hold the mount to the body -
no engine on the mountain, with these loose, nest up the front of the engine, so you have the best angle approach with the gearbox. Remove the exhaust piping that runs from header to cat, so you can have more room to slide the gear there, you can have a rubber hammer to hammer the rear gear inches of the gear jack transfer and
slide kick/fight/hammer/scold gear to slide on the pilot bearing/clutch. Easier said, it's done. We had to keep going up and down with the gear. Also, once he's in, if it's not perfect, it won't fit all the way - you can try spinning the flywheel to help line everything up. Don't let the transmission shaft handle a lot of weight otherwise it will bend the
shaft or break the grip. We found part of the clutch on the hard road. Bolt in all the bolts bellhousing and put on the starter. Then slowly lift the back of the transmission, while lowering the front of the engine and attach the cross and secure the cross of the penis back to hold the rear of the transmission upwards. Now you should be able to
take all the sockets out of under the gear and put back in all the sensors and vac. Lines. 8. Now it's time to install the clutch and brake pedals. First, make the brake pedal otherwise the clutch pedal will put in the way. Remove the bolts by holding that white/T box thing and move it to the side. There are 4 bolts holding the brake assembly
to the firewall, and one holding the brake assembly under the dash. Remove all of this, and two sensors on the brake pedal, and cotter the pin holding the brake pedal to the amp. Now with some struggle, the braking assembly has slipped out and there is no need to drop the steering column. Now install a new brake pedal and put the
sensors back. One sensor for brake lights, another I believe for cruise control. If you only have one bung in your new pedal I believe that the cruise control sensor can be installed on the cluth pedal. 9. Once the brake pedal is at this time to install the clutch pedal. Fortunately, Nissan left the manual under the dash that tells you where to
drill. two bolt holes and a larger center whole with a circle cutter cutter little and touch it with dremel. Slide the clutch assembly there and bolt it, attach the master cylinder clutch to the other side and cotter pin them together. 10. Run the hard line clutch from the clutch master cylinder clutch slave cylinder and by now you have had bolted
the slave topper on the engine. At this time you can also eliminate the clutch hydration system by bypassing the long-line loop, and going directly from the hard line coming out of the main cylinder to the rubber line coming out of the slave cylinder. This will give your clutch pedal a better feel and less material for you to worry about. 11.
Reinstall the drive shaft, then fill the transmission with transmission oil (2.4 quarts max), where the shifter sits, and then reinstall the changer. Two bolt shifters you will have to be under the car to get to. 12. Bleeding the clutch line and adjust the clutch pedal to where you want it. 13. Re-install the replacement rubber boot, central console,
and replacement finisher plate and leather boot. 14. Lower your car to the ground (we ended up with our car teetering on 2 nest stands, which was kind of funny and dangerous at the same time) 15. Run your car and see what happens. 16. We got CEL when using Auto ECU, but I heard you can wire CEL light airbags or something just
light up when you start the car, or just put the resistor in the CEL chain. 17. Drive it around the block, and take it easy until your grip is broken in (about 500 miles) Posting Visit: for posting instructions. Any other sensors that were on the car but not at 5 speeds can be cut off and discarded - I believe there were 2 or 3 of them on the
passenger side of the bellhousing. Results: The car worked well, transferring very loudly when the inside parts are not installed and you get a CEL. But now you can move your car yourself. The 5th gear on Matt's car will grind if you don't shift just right (transmission is used, so some quirks should be expected). Also, we haven't figured out
how to get cruise control running - so it shouldn't be too hard. My car hasn't been 100% exchanged yet, but due to some previous owner-installed car alarms, I can't get my radio to work. The car throws the following codes: 0804a/t communication diagnostics, I find I just need to plug my small ecu thing back time on the driver side of the
1108 shift solenoid 1201 shift solenoid 1203 overspend switch 1204 TC clutch solenoid, I believe it's a switch on top of my wing in the engine compartment, I should be able to put a resistor and fix that code 1205 pressure line 1208 temperature ECU Replacement: In order to get rid of cel (which would prevent the car from passing OBDII
testing when the car is checked), the ECU guide has been used. After the installation of the new ECU, ECU, there was no CEL and no rougher starts - the car behaves just like the stick shift that came out of the factory. The manual ECU can be used with automatic wiring gearbox use. If your car '95 the new ECU should be from '95
(maybe 96?) If your car '96 new ECU should be from '96 (maybe 95?) if your car is 97-98, the new ECU should be from 97-98, or you can re-attach the 95-96 ECU to work in 97-98 240sx (which we did on Matt's car). In order to reattached it, go to the link here: JWT Posting PDF After As it is re-anchored, you may have to buy a new rear
O2 sensor in order to clear all CELS (which is mentioned in the link) 180fan Messages: 7954 Joined: Sat Dec 14, 2002 12:16pm Car: 89 Fastback Contact: Postby 180 Mon Mon 19, 2006 10:50pm Awesome write. If that's ok with you, I'll ask to see if it can at least get stickied or better yet put in articles. ACESXX Messages: 527 Joined:
Thu Apr 20, 2006 12:15pm Postby ACESXX W June 20, 2006 7:04am ---gt; You MAN I said that if SOMEONE MAKES A WRITE UP W PICS WILL BE SHIK!! You are my friend have achieved!! nvrplzd240 Messages: 4532 Joined: Wed Feb 08, 2006 12:54 pm Car: 04 G35, 02 CBR600 f4i, 90 Sentra Location: WAFB, MO Contact: Postby
nvrplzd240 Tue 20, 2006 1:26pm nightkid86 wrote: I just need a place to post a photo, and I go NICO photopost brother and big record. (and by the way ... Custom title feels good) nightkid86 Messages: 721 Joined: Fri Dec 02, 2005 12:14pm Car: 97 S14 SE Contact: Postby nightkid86 W June 20, 2006 3:38pm nvrplzd240 wrote: use
NICO photopost broIs, what's the gallery? b/c, if this is the case, is currently unavailable. Unfortunately, I'm not NICO savvy - I'm mostly on local forums and don't visit this site much. ACESXX Communications: 527 Joined: Thu Apr 20, 2006 12:15pm Postby ACESXX Thurs June 22, 2006 12:43pm ---gt; Gallery working xpcgamer
Messages: 38 Joined: Sat May 27, 2006 3:21pm Car: 96'SE Auto Postby xpcgamer Fri June 23, 2006 2:50am I did my swap and read every auto 5sp guide I could find, but in all the tangibles I read no one ever said to remove the cable switch that goes to the ignition. This allows you to remove the key when the cipher is in the P. If it is not
removed, then it can slip while driving and your key will be stuck in the ignition. You can say that removing is common sense, but so is removing auto shifts and everyone mentioned that? Just Thought It Will Help Hungry Wolf Messages: 2 Joined: Fri Juel 29, 2005 11:23pm Car: 1991 240sx Postby Hungry Wolf Fri June 23, 2006 5:51 p.m.
write, thank you man. Danzors Messages: 210 Joined: Sat March 25, 2006 8:50pm Postby Danzors Sat June 24, 2006 11:08am swap the same for S13 as S14? Nightkid86 Messages: 721 Joined: Fri 02, 2005 12:14 pm Car: 97 S14 SE Contact: Postby nightkid86 Sat June 24, 2006 12:49pm Posting is basically the same. I find that the
wiring is very similar, but some connectors look different and some wires are of different colors. le_ryan Messages: 5549 Joined: W Yule 05, 2005 11:17am Car: Mazda 3/91 Nissan S13 SR Postby le_ryan Sun June 25, 2006 6:16am Great Job Dude! It was very detailed, I think it's bad to use this when I get my S14! Nightkid86 Messages:
721 Joined: Fri Dec 02, 2005 12:14pm Car: 97 S14 SE Contact: Postby nightkid86 Sun Iul 02, 2006 12:43pm Well, I just finished mine. Everything works perfectly, there is no 5th gear grind, like a star fire blue kouki. The only annoying thing is the clutch pedal... It's really soft and it's paint to adjust the pedal. In the near future I'm going to
change to a 5-speed ECU, which will get rid of all the codes. Barcode Messages: 305 Joined: Fri Apr 21, 2006 11:33am Car: 2003 350 Track (total) Location: San Clemente Ca Postby barcode Fri July 07, 2006 6:29am, when you change ecu, it will just hook up right, on the posting guide, it said you could perform an ECM swap, but when
you click on it it doesn't take you where it takes you. Nightkid86 Messages: 721 Joined: Fri Dec 02, 2005 12:14pm Car: 97 S14 SE Contact: Postby nightkid86 Pt Yul 07, 2006 6:32am ECU Replacement: In order to get rid of CEL (which would prevent the car from passing OBDII testing when the car is tested), the ECU Replacement Guide
was used. After the installation of the new ECU there was no CEL and there were no rougher starts - the car behaves just like the stickshift that came out of the factory. Manual ECU can be used with automatic wiring gearbox use, it connects right in. 96?) If your car '96 new ECU should be from '96 (maybe 95?) if your car is 97-98, the new
ECU should be from 97-98, or you can repin 95-96 ECU to work in 97-98 240sx (which we did). To repin it, follow the link above barcode Messages: 305 Joined: Fri April 21, 2006 11:33am Car: 2003 350 Track (total) Location: San Clemente Ca Postby Barcode Fri July 07, 2006 6:36am good thanks a lot, which clarifies some confusion
nightkid86 Messages: 721 Joined: Fri Dec 02, 2005 12:14pm Car: 97 S14 SE Contact: Postby nightkid86 Mon Yul yen17, 2006 1:06pm MODS-Can I get a sticky or writeup thing on this topic - people keep asking a lot of questions that are answered in the present, and I tried to submit it, but the email won't pass. Thank you, Read Tiger
Posts: 1250 Joined: TD May 03, 2005 3:28pm Postby Tiger W. Jul 18, 2006 10:54 am picture #30 ... you say: This wire is a jumper to yourself. Why did you do that? I'm having trouble with the car cause I just put an A/T wiring to use in my 5speed car and it doesn't start... I look at trying to find why... nuts510 Messages: 181 Joined: W 22,
2005 8:10am Car: sr20det 95 240sx, rb20det 93 240sx 240sx 78 280z turbo, 71 ca18det datsun 510, 72 scout,88 CR Postby nuts510 Sun July 23, 2006 7:18am only to not be confused you can use the transmission S14, in any year provided you use a speed sensor that suits your chassis. But you can't use the S13 transmission in the
S14 car because you won't have a sensor at the top of the gearbox, so your ECU will work properly, this is only true with the factory engine. ABS cars use a shorter drive shaft at the back. The S13 and S14 use different drive shafts. It's really better to get all your parts from the S13 if you're going 89 through a 94 swap, and if you're going
to a new car to use all the S14 pieces, I've seen the petals exchanged, but there are differences and you're just less of a headache. I've done quite a few of these transformations and deftly makes life easier. nightkid86 Messages: 721 Joined: Fri Dec 02, 2005 12:14 pm Car: 97 S14 SE Contact: Postby nightkid86 Sun July 23, 2006
9:06am yes, I originally had my writeup told to use s14 things but don't know if any s13 things would work so I put it in question. Thanks for cleaning that up though! Also, I just realized that I never said bolt 5 speed back to the engine. I hope it's common sense. Changed nightkid86 at 10:54 AM 7/30/2006 gabossie Messages: 9634 Joined:
W Sen 03, 2002 7:03am Car: Your Mom Contact: Postby gabossie Mon 20, 2006 9:06am The question: If you repin 95 ECU for 97, will the OBDII port still function properly? That would be a problem in the states w/smog if he didn't. ka24deColt Posts: 247 Joined: Mon November 27, 2006 5:52am Car: 95' 240sx se Postby ka24deColt '
Mon November 27, 2006 6:38am, what will it eventually cost you after all? s14scotty Posts: 1 Joined: Fri Dec 22, 2006 10:01pm Car: 95 S14 Sylvia Postby s14scotty Fri 22 December 2006 10:15 pm Hi, I'm new for this site and I'm in the middle of the Auto for manual conversion. I use this record, which is pretty good by the way, but I have



a few problems... I started with a non-turbo automatic s14 Sylvia and purchased a mechanical gearbox conversion kit from a turbo sylvia. The problem is the drive shaft is about 14mm too short and I can't get the starter engine to fit. Do you know if these parts are different between the turbo and the non-turbo versions? Any help would be
greatly appreciated thanks to the Return to 240SX Technical Forum Go to
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